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ABSTRACT 

 

As the Internet of Things (IoT) evolves as the next phase of the Internet's growth, it's becoming increasingly 

important to define the numerous possible areas for IoT applications, as well as the research issues connected 

with these applications. IoT is projected to infiltrate practically every facet of daily life, from smart cities to 

health care, smart agriculture, logistics and retail, and even smart living and smart ecosystems. Despite the 

fact that current IoT enabling technologies have vastly improved in recent years, there are still a slew of 

issues that need to be addressed. Many research issues are sure to occur because the IoT concept is based on 

heterogeneous technologies. IoT is an important research issue for studies in numerous related domains such 

as information technology and computer science because it is so broad and influences nearly every aspect of 

our life. As a result, the Internet of Things is paving the way for new types of research to be conducted. This 

paper highlights future uses and research issues as well as the recent progress of IoT technologies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

to The Internet of Things (IoT) is the networking of physical items with electronics built in their architecture 

that allow them to communicate and feel interactions with one another and with the outside world. IoT-

based technology will deliver advanced levels of services in the next years, effectively changing how people 

live their lives. Medicine, power, gene therapies, agriculture, smart cities, and smart homes are just a few of 

the categories where IoT is well-established.  

In IoT, there are four main components: 

1. Low-power embedded systems: When designing electronic systems, the inverse factors of low battery 

consumption and high performance play a crucial influence. 

2. Cloud computing: The amount of data collected by IoT devices is enormous, and it must be kept on a 

dependable storage server. Cloud computing is useful in this situation. The data is analyzed and learned, 

which gives us more room to figure out where electrical faults/errors exist in the system. 

3. Big data availability: We all know that the Internet of Things relies significantly on sensors, especially in 

real-time. As these electronic gadgets become more prevalent in many fields, their use will result in a 

large influx of big data. 
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4. Internet access is required for communication, as each physical object is represented by an IP address. 

According to IP naming, however, there are only a limited number of addresses available. This naming 

method will become obsolete as the number of devices increases. As a result, scientists are seeking for a 

new naming system to represent each physical thing. 

 

Two approaches to IoT development: 

1. Create a distinct internetwork that solely contains physical items. 

2. Expand the Internet, but this will necessitate hard-core technologies like rigorous cloud computing and 

quick massive data storage (expensive). 

 

IoT Characteristics: 

 

1. Effortlessly scalable and scalable 

2. IP-based addressing will become obsolete in the near future. 

3. IoT is made possible by the profusion of physical items that do not require IP. 

4. Devices usually use less energy. They should be set to sleep automatically when not in use. 

5. A device that is currently connected to another device may or may not be connected in the future. 

6. Connectivity isn't always available — IoT devices aren't always online. When devices are not in use, 

they will be turned off periodically to save bandwidth and battery life. Otherwise, connections may 

become unreliable, resulting in inefficiency. 

 

II. APPLICATIONS 

 

(A) Houses with Smart Technology 

Smart homes are one of the best and most practical IoT applications because they take both convenience and 

home security to the next level. Though IoT can be used at several levels for smart homes, the finest is the 

one that combines intelligent utility systems and entertainment. Your electricity metre with an IoT device 

that gives you insights into your daily water usage, your set-top box that allows you to record shows from a 

distance, Automatic Illumination Systems, Advanced Locking Systems, and Connected Surveillance Systems 

are all examples of smart homes. As the Internet of Things progresses, we can expect the majority of gadgets 

to become smarter, enabling us to do more with less. 

(B) City of the Future 

Smart cities are expected to be made up of not just internet connection for people in a city, but also access for 

the city's devices. And we can happily report that we're on our way to making this idea a reality. Efforts are 

being made to integrate linked technology into infrastructural requirements as well as certain critical 

concerns such as traffic management, waste management, water distribution, and electricity management, 

among others. All of these things help to alleviate some of the problems that people experience on a daily 

basis while also adding convenience. 
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(C) Autonomous Vehicles 

There has been a lot of talk about self-driving automobiles. Google experimented with it, as did Tesla, and 

Uber even developed a self-driving car that was ultimately shelved. Because we're dealing with human lives 

on the roadways, we need to make sure that the technology has all it needs to improve passenger and road 

safety. 

The automobiles use a variety of sensors and embedded technologies that are connected to the Cloud and the 

internet to continuously generate data and send it to the Cloud for Machine Learning-based decision-making. 

Though it will take a few more years for technology to mature fully and governments to adjust their laws and 

policies, we are currently experiencing one of the best IoT applications. 

(D) Shops that sell IoT products 

You should see the video of Amazon Go — the e-Commerce giant's concept store – right away if you haven't 

already. Perhaps the best application of technology for bridging the gap between an online store and a 

physical store is this. By deducting money from your Amazon wallet, the retail outlet allows you to go 

cashless. When you select items from the shelves, it also adds them to your cart in real time. 

If you change your mind and choose another item, the prior one is removed from your cart and replaced with 

the new one. The concept store's best feature is that there is no cashier to bill your purchases. You don't have 

to wait in line; simply walk out after picking up your items from the shelves. If this technology proves to be 

beneficial in attracting more customers, it will undoubtedly become the norm in the coming years. 

(E) Farming 

One of the industries that will benefit the most from the Internet of Things is agriculture. With so many 

advancements being made in agricultural gear, the future looks bright. Drip irrigation, crop patterns, water 

distribution, drones for farm surveillance, and other tools are being developed. These will enable farmers to 

produce a higher-yielding crop and better address their concerns. 

(F) Smart Grids are a type of grid  

A smart grid, for example, is a holistic system that employs a wide range of Information Technology resources 

to enable current and new gridlines to reduce electricity waste and costs. Electricity efficiency, reliability, 

and economics will all benefit from a future smart grid. 

(G) Internet of Things in Industry 

The Industrial Internet of Things is made up of interconnected sensors, instruments, and other devices that 

are linked to industrial computer applications such as production, energy management, and so on. While the 

industrial internet is currently unpopular in comparison to IoT wearables and other uses, market research 

firms such as Gartner, Cisco, and others feel it has the greatest overall potential. 

 

III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

 

The internet of things attracts scientists and researchers for research because of its huge scale and scope. IoT 

is still in its early stages of development, which means that much more work is required to bring this concept 

to fruition. A lot of work has been done in the recent decade in the various sectors of IoT, including 
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application development, security, privacy, connection, protocols, architecture, and so on. However, several 

research difficulties in the above-mentioned IoT sectors must be prioritized for future effort. 

There are numerous research issues associated with IoT application development. The IoT application should 

be capable of handling real-time data and communicating with other devices. Furthermore, it should not only 

deal with sensing and actuation, but also with human collaboration, such as Human to Human (H2H), 

Human to Machine (H2M), and Machine to Machine (M2M) (M2M). It also meets the requirement of IoT, 

which is distributed and heterogeneous in nature, by including more about application development. In the 

future, some of the prospective application kinds, based on IoT viewpoints, are as follows: Those who forecast 

natural calamities can use this app. Simulations, monitoring the performance of various phenomena, and 

other industrial uses Apps for water security monitoring, applications for constructing smart houses, and 

Medical uses include activity and health parameter monitoring, as well as medical ingestion. Other 

agricultural uses include smart packing, text message warnings regarding land defects, intakes, and so forth. 

More on future applications: applications for intelligent transportation system design, such as traffic 

monitoring, law enforcement, and pollution management. Future applications will also touch on topics such 

as smart cities, smart meetings, and smart security. 

 

(A) Networks/Connectivity 

We must concentrate on the connectivity or network difficulties of IoT because connectivity is a 

fundamental component of this technology and we want to connect anything, anytime and anywhere. In 

order to develop an effective addressing policy for IoT enabling devices and IP standard integration, an IoT 

unique identity for all communication devices is required.  Because billions and trillions of devices are 

connected around the world, an identity management system that offers efficient addressing for devices that 

work globally is required. Mobility in the IoT also necessitates the use of an appropriate mechanism. Traffic 

characterization and merging the concepts of traffic characterization and modelling for implementation of 

quality of service in IoT is one of the research difficulties that remains unsolved. Another problem for IoT 

scientists is ensuring high-quality service.  

 

(B) Computing on a Cellular Level 

In the Internet of Things, mobile phones are active agents. Participatory sensing, Eco feedback, Actuation, 

Health, Sports, Gaming, Transportation, Contact with things, and Social interaction with people are all 

enhanced by mobile phones and their applications [18]. This field of research needs to be targeted due to its 

broad applicability domain. There are several unresolved difficulties in this area. In an IoT, heterogeneity 

among devices and users is a major concern that must be addressed in the near future. Because standards for 

application layers have been defined, we need to focus on the lower level interactions. We need continuous 

sensing in some IoT applications, which allows us to create mechanisms that meet the demands of signal 

processing, continuous sensing, and, most significantly, storage devices. The third issue is connected to crowd 

sensing, which covers issues such as measurement quality, coping with unreliable, noisy, and incomplete data, 

and individual preferences for locations. The fourth challenge is the context problem, which emphasizes the 
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need of context when collecting data, especially when we are only exposed to an event for a brief time. 

Another difficult area of research in mobile phone computing is security, particularly security for shared 

resources in the Internet of Things. 

 

(C) Safety and security 

In the Internet of Things, nearly trillions of devices are connected and share data with one another, including 

sensitive data such as PINs for accounts and personal information, which must be secured for secure 

communication. In order to overcome these eventualities, IoT security is critical. Normally, we use 

encryption mechanisms to safeguard data or information, but because IoT devices have significantly less 

processing power and energy resources than traditional Internet devices, there is a need to develop 

encryption algorithms that suit IoT needs. Furthermore, identity management is an aspect of security because 

it introduces a unique identification for each device and provides a mechanism to safeguard it. A technique 

for authentication and data integrity is required for secure IoT connectivity. Physical attacks as well as a 

proxy attack on the devices or links are possible in some cases where IoT devices are exposed to the open 

environment or left unattended for a length of time during their operation. 

 

(D) Privacy 

There are trillions of people connected to each other on the Internet of Things, and we may share a 

tremendous quantity of data on this platform, however there is a privacy issue. There should be a method in 

place that states that data about a certain user can only be utilisedwith the user's permission. Furthermore, 

this information can only be utilised for a limited number of reasons and in a limited domain, and it cannot 

be viewed by the general public. To do this, we must create a privacy policy for all devices, protocols, and 

applications that adheres to the aforementioned guidelines. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

By combining the internet and things, the internet of things improves human lives. IoT will not only improve 

human comfort, but also improve the efficiency and intelligence of things. IoT will become the most rising 

technology in the near future due to its diversified nature. We have explored many IoT applications in this 

paper, as well as how these applications contribute to society. This study will also assist scholars and 

practitioners in comprehending prospective IoT research issues that will become future research trends. 
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